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A NOTE ON VAN WIJNGAARDEN SYNTAX 
D. ASZTALOS, Budapest 
(Received January 13,1972) 
In [1] a concept of a generalized grammar with an enumerable set of productions 
was introduced. 
Some of the generalized grammars, called "co-regular grammars", were considered 
and recursivness of languages generated by co-regular grammars was proved. 
The aim of this paper is to give a formal definition of van Wijngaarden's syntax 
and to establish a family of grammars as given by van Wijngaarden's syntax that 
would be co-regular. 
Definition 1. The generalized grammar is the 4-tuple G = (V, T, R, a) where V 
is an enumerable set of letters vk, k = 1,...; T is a recursive subset of V; R is a re­
cursive set of ordered pairs x -> y where either x e V\ T, y e V* — {e}, or x = a, 
y = e, e is a null string; a is an element of V\ T. 
Definition 2. A generalized grammar G is said to be co-regular if 
(a) There exists a recursive function bG(x) ^ 0, x e V* such that if vk -+ x e R then 
k _ bG{x). 
(b) There exists an integer sG ^ 0 such that if vk -* t;OT e R and k ^. sG then m ^ fc. 
In [ l ] "Theorem 1." has been proved that is, if G is co-regular then the language 
L(G) is recursive. 
The van Wijngaarden's syntax is a grammar where the enumerable set of pro­
ductions (rules) is represented by means of finite number of production schemes 
containing some "metanotions" expandable by suitable rules into enumerable set 
of "notions". Below we are giving a formal definition of van Wijngaarden's syntax. 
Definition 3. The context-free grammar without an initial symbol is a 3-tuple 
H == (N, T, R) where N is a finite set of nonterminals; T is a finite set of terminals 
(N n T) = 0; R is a finite set of ordered pairs x -* y where x e AT, y e (N u T)*. 
The language generated by H is 
L(H) = {x : n =>H x , n e N , x e T*} . 
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Definition 4. The rule-generator is a 3-tuple RG = (H, PR, T) where H is a CF 
grammar without an initial symbol; PR is a finite set of strings a -> n where a e 
e (N u T')*9 n e (# u T u {,})*, T' = T u Tt where Tt is a finite set of letters. 
We can get rules from any a -> n e PR by replacing each n e N in a -> 7c with 
their terminal productions. There is however a restriction: if a given n EN has two 
or more entries in a prerule a -> 7r e PR, then in a given derivation of a rule each 
entry of n must be replaced by the same terminal production. 
Example 1. 
H = (N = {D, £}, T = {s}, R = {D-^ Ds;D^s;D^E; 
E^e}), 
RG = (H, PR = {Dsa -• Da, a; Dsb -> Db, b; Dsc -> Dc,c; 
s -> Da, Db, Dc; a -> a; b -> 15; c -> c} , 
T' = T u {a, 6, c, 5, 5, c} . 
The enumerable set of rules wich can be generated by RG is 
S —> s k a , , skb, skc •) 
ska —> sk~ *a,a, 
skb —> sk~ Чb, k = 0, 1, 
skc —> sk~ lc,c, 
a ^ ã, 
b - ъ, 
c - . õ, 
The set of rules 
L(RG) = {a-»P : a ->7re PR, <x^>n=>Ha->p, ae T*, 
pe(Tu {,})*}. 
may be called a rule-language generated by a rule generator RG. The letter "s" 
indicates that the derivation is synchronous (See the restriction mentioned under 
Definition 4.) 
Definition 5. The van Wijngaarden's syntax is a 4-tuple W = (H, PR, T, a) 
where H = (N, T, R) is a CF grammar without an initial symbol. Any element 
of N is called metanotion (See [2].). PR is a finite set of strings a -> n (See Definition 
4.). There may be some strings a -> n such that for them only a null-derivation in RG 
is valid, i.e. a e T*, 7t 6 ( r u {,})*. 
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T is a finite set of letters as above; <J is a sentence-notion of W. a e A where 
_4 = {a : a -• n e P£, a -*7 i=>^a-*P , a e T*} . 
A denotes the set of notions generated by RG. According to Definition 4., TV = 
= (KG, <x). 
Let us denote T u N u {,} by F. We write <p -*w ij/ if <pl9 <p2 e F* and there 
exists a finite set of rules LRG such that <p = ^ l 9 a, <p2, ̂  -= (pl9 P, <p2 where a -> 
-+ peLRG. We write cp=>w\l/ if there exists a sequence (LRG(0),..., LRG(n - 1) 
such that LRG(k) c LRG(k 4- 1), LKG(i) c L(KG) and they are finite sets of rules 
for all 0 ^ k ^ n — 1; (<p0, <pl9 ..., <pn) is a sequence where <p0 = (p9 (pn = i// and 
<? = ^oI^coT <Pi -* ••• -* ^ - u ^ M ) ^ = 'A-
The expression (PtT^w (pt+i means that there is a rule a -> peLR G(i) such that 
<Pi = <Pn, <*, <Pul <Pi+i = <Pit, P, <?;2; <pf, <?,-„ (pi2eF*9 0 g i ^ n - 1. 
The language generated by TV is 
L(JV)= {w : <7-=>„, w, w e ( f u {,})*, 
where f c (T'* x {s})*, s e f is a fixed letter} . 
For each TV the set of metanotions can be divided into two parts: N = Nf u N°° 
where Nf is the set of metanotions, each element of which has a finite set of terminal 
productions, and N00 stands for the set of metanotions each element of which has 
an infinite set of terminal productions. 
Lemma 1. For each van Wijngaarden's syntax there exists an equivalent van Wijn-
gaarden's syntax such that Nf = 0. LW(RG) is finite when N°° = 0 and TV can be 
considered as finite provided that LW(RG) is finite, too. 
Definition. 6 We will say that TV is co-regular, when for the set of notions A = 
= {aljk} of W there exists such a numeration 91, that for each rule 
4 , * -+ ai,*> <*2,*> •••, a\,k£Lw(RG) 
the condition to be co-regular is satisfied. 
Lemma 2. For W to be co-regular it is necessary that if a -> n e PR9 a = at n a2, 
n eN00 then n = nxn n2. 
Proof. Let the condition of Lemma 2. be not satisfied. Then exists such a rule 
a -• n e PR, a = a 1 « a 2 , n e N
00 that n has no entry in n. 
In this case the left and right sides of the pre-rule are independent one from the 
other. We can thus obtain a fixed right hand side and a varying left hand side, i.e. 
the rules 
ani-+peL(RG)9 i = l , 2 , . . . 
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If bj^p) = K then for the first K + 1 elements of sequence {W(.} we can find 
a number such that N = max nf. In this case is true that N > K. 
It means therp exists such a rule in L(RG) 
v(n^) -> p that nt > bw(p) . 
The condition of Lemma 2. isn't sufficient for W to be co-regular (see the following 
example). 
Example. In W there are two pre-rules: 
Ds -» Dss, Dss -• Ds, DeN00, seT. 
Then for all sG = 0 we can find a number fc where k > sG, vfc -> vm e L(RG) and 
fc > m. 
Definition 7. Let a0 -* <x\, a2, ..., a{ e PjR, then D(a}) is the set of terminal produc-
tions derived from aj by RG. 
Let us see pre-rules where / = 1 and I denotes the set of numbers of such rules. 
Theorem. Let D(a0) n D(a{) be a finite set for each pair ij el. If a -> n e PR 
and a = ax n a2 then n = nxnn2 where n e N
00; ar, a2 e T'*; 7rl9 7i2 e (T' u {,})*. 
If this two conditions are true for a Wthen Wis co-regular. 
Proof. A. The set of notions A = {a)tk} is recursively ennumerable. [if the second 
condition of the theorem is true, there exists such a numeration 91 of A that if for 
a finite sequence of positive integers nu> n i2,..., nh is true that v(nik) -• pni e L(RG) 
for k = 1, 2, ..., /, then 
n i k + i "~
 n k = ! ' k = !» 2 » •••' ' - 1 -
Let us fix such a numeration 91 of AL Then for each pair i, j e / exists 
Nt j = max {nk : v(nk) e D(a0) n D(a/)} 
because D(a0) n D(<x{) is finite. 
Let assume that N = max NtJ, then for sG = N the second condition of co-regular-
ity is satisfied. iJeI 
B. Let bw(x) = 0 be a recursive function defined on A*. If for 91 and bw(x) the 
first condition of co-regularity is not complied with, then there are two cases, which 
we must consider. 
Let S = {<n/, bw(pttt)}} denote a sequen cesuch pairs of numbers, that n( > bw(p„t). 
1st case. S is finite. If N = max nt then Bw(x) = bw(x) + N ^ 0 and is recursive. 
ftieS 
For 91 and B^x) the first condition of co-regularity is satisfied. 
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2nd case. Let S be infinite. Since the second condition of theorem is true, for each 
bw(pni) there exists only a finite set of pairs P of S such that for each pair of P the 
bw(pn) is the same. 
Let |P| denote the number of elements in P. We can effectively define |P| because 
H is context-free. It means, we can define a number b'(p) for each p: 
b'(p«) =- n.. + / - 1 . 
Let assume 
M*) = l M x ) if "' ~b{Pnt) 
\b'(p„,) if nt > b(pn) 
then for 91 and B^x) the first condition of co-regularity is satisfied. 
The part A and part B together prove the theorem. 
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